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Personality Assessment Tools “LEONARD Personality Inventory Test (LPI)”
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WHAT WILL YOU LEARN & GAIN?

INTRODUCTION
Emotional Excellence can be learned. Emotional can be controlled or else they control us. Self-awareness 

or knowing oneself is a good way to learn about EQ. Before the commencement of the program, you will 

get a chance to find out your personality style using the lPI Personality Profiling Assessment and assess 

your Emotional Excellence Score using an instrument called Yong EQ Inventory. These tools, used by 

thousands of participants all over the world, have been found to be insightful and powerful in assessing 

your own personality and EQ level. The program will teach you to know more about your strengths and 

weaknesses and help you to manage your own emotions; learn more about other people's personalities 

and their emotional make up. You will learn how to be comfortable with your own emotions, break 

through your own limitations, be more creative, work more productively with team members and live in 

a more holistic and enriching manner. 

By learning how to use the creative right brain - the side dealing with emotions, creativity and artistic 

endeavors, it will help you to change the way you see life situations, your perceptions of what is going on 

around you, improve your social awareness and manage your relationships with others in a more positive 

fashion. You will also learn a powerful technique to deal with life's stresses and begin to live your life with 

more meaning and joy in short you begin to experience the benefits of being emotionally excellent. It will 

give you and your organization a new improved burst of life. 

Over the years, many organizations and their members have gone through this training program and 

experienced numerous benefits. Many lives have been changed by this experience. Many stories have 

been reported, where real healing has occurred, resulting in healthier and more positive relationships 

with bosses, peers, friends and family members. At the end of the day, many people have regained 

control over their lives and also found a balance in their work-life and this is possible when leaders with 

emotional excellence are leading the heart of a high EQ organization. 

TRAINER PROFILE
TOMMY SIM is a serial entrepreneurs venturing into multiple businesses spanning across many industries. He has successful businesses in Pharma-

ceuticals, Trading, Education & Training, and Luxury Resorts which are testaments of his unique skillset to adapt and flourish no matter the industry

With a huge appetite for self-improvement, Tommy has been professionally trained in multiple countries such as US, Canada, UK, France, Germany, 

Italy, Japan, Korea, UAE (Dubai), Singapore, Malaysia and Taiwan in the field of leadership, marketing, HR management and corporate finance.

Moreover he has been trained by world top university only such as Harvard Business School, IMD Business School and INSEAD.

He has dramatical experience of running multiple successful businesses and enjoys partnering with his leaders to help them think differently. 

Coaching talents to attain the unattainable is what motivates him to continuously improve in this ever-evolving world. His vision is to 

create new leaders of the world which are mentally geared for disrupting the way the world works.

- Apply the technique to motivate your people with proper personality

- Apply the technique to deal with high skill people with low motivation

- Learn to understand why we are creature of emotion

- Learn to produce result as leader along with growing your people

- Create an action plan toward your personality change for better 

   performance

- learn to understand the deep inside of Emotional Excellence leader's heart

- Stay positive and become Appreciate Inquiry leader

- learn to understand your personality

- Learn to understand your colleagues, employees?

- Know how to lead people surrounding you successfully

- Learn to lead your own family, life to great results. Happy Family and Work!

- Bring the best of your team member, and put it to work

- Learn to release your stress and grow your spiritual heart as leader

- Apply the TENT therapy for team work

- Create a new culture of emotional excellence for your company

- learn to understand the Servant leadership style

- Be trustworthy and gain high rapport from people


